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Stop! Read me!
1. What does this Video PDF include?

Pages 1-20 are activity sheets for you to 
print out. They look like this:

Activities which use a video clip are 
indicated with this icon:

Clicking on this icon will take you directly 
to the video page.

Pages 21-22 are video pages (like a 
DVD). They look like this:

These pages include all the video clips 
referred to in the activity sheets.

2. How do I play the video clips?
First make sure you have saved the fi le to your desktop. 

To play the video clips you need to open the fi le in Adobe Reader 9 or above. 

You can download this free application by clicking here. 

Follow the instructions to install the latest version of the Adobe Reader program. Once it is installed 
and you have agreed the license, open the program. 

Go to ‘File – Open’ and navigate your way to the PDF you have downloaded. NB: The video fi les 
will not display or play if you open the PDF in Adobe Reader 8 or below.

Move your cursor onto the video image. Click and the video will begin to play within the page.

To play the video clips to a class you will need a computer, data projector and screen.

3. How can I play the video clips full screen?
Position the cursor on the video image. On a PC: right click. On a Mac either right click or 
‘Control+click’.

4. How do I stop the video clips playing?
Either move to another page in the PDF or click the Play/Pause button on the control panel, as shown 
here. NB: The control panel is visible only when you move your cursor over the video image.

5. What do I do after the video clip has fi nished playing in full screen mode?
To exit full screen mode, press the escape button on your computer.

Activities which use a video clip are 

http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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Sold – Play Movie
Before you start
Here is the opening of a story.

■ Read the story, then talk about how you think it might end. Use the following questions to focus your discussion:

– Does the prince find happiness at last?

– Does he carry on sleeping and miss his chance?

– Does something else happen to change the narrative?

– Is there a moral to this story – and if so, what might it be?

Once upon a time there was a sad and lonely prince who was very lazy. He had no wife, he had 
no kingdom, and his mother, the Queen, was constantly nagging him. He sat alone all day dozing 
in his dingy palace, with only a magic box to keep him company. He had given up on happiness. 

One day a beautiful princess knocked on his door to ask for his help, but he was so dozy and sad 
he couldn’t help her, and she went away again.

Suddenly a fairy popped out of the magic box, and offered the prince three precious gifts which 
would finally make him happy.

Gift number one was a beautiful princess who would care for him and be the perfect companion.

Gift number two was a non-nagging Queen who would cheer him up, make his dinner, help him 
clean up his palace, and make him feel like the noble prince he really was.

Gift number three was a kingdom of his own, which would bring him untold fame and fortune.

All he had to do was to say the magic word. But would he wake up in time to seize the 
opportunity?

Your concluding paragraph

■ With a partner, draft the final paragraph of the story. Take it in turns to read out your final paragraphs and talk 
about the differences and similarities in the endings you came up with.

Watching the film
■ Now watch the short film, Sold.

■ As an instant response to the film, give it a star rating, where 1 star = rubbish, and 5 stars = excellent. Find three 
reasons which justify the rating you have given the film. Then talk with a partner about the following:

– how it compares with the outline fairytale you’ve just studied

– the ending of the film. How does it compare with the ending of the fairytale you wrote yourself?

SOLD – PLAY MOVIE
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With your partner, you are going to retell Sold as if it were a 21st-century fairytale. 

■ Use the outline fairytale you’ve already studied as the basis for your retelling, or retell Sold entirely in your own 
words. For example:

Original version Redrafted version

Once upon a time there was a sad and lonely prince who 

was very lazy. He had no wife, he had no kingdom, and 

his mother, the Queen, was constantly nagging him. He sat 

alone all day dozing in his dingy palace, with only a magic 

box to keep him company. He had given up on happiness.

Jon Smith was broke, unemployed, single, 
and depressed. No girlfriend, no job and 
no prospects, and nothing to do; to make 
matters worse, his mum just wouldn’t leave 
him alone. She rang him daily, moaning 
and whinging ...

■ Draft your story down the middle of an A4 page. Leave plenty of margins on each side for annotations and 
comments later on. 

The structure of the story
The term ‘structure’ means the way an author, screenwriter or director has organised or constructed a story. Like 
every story in the world, whether told by word of mouth, in pictures, writing, or on film with sounds and images, Sold 
includes:

– a beginning, or exposition – the ‘once upon a time’, which gives us the basic situation of the story 

– a complication – where the situation is disrupted (e.g. by a stranger arriving)

– a climax – the turning point or crisis 

– a resolution – where after the crisis, a new situation is established.

 

■ Take another look at your Sold fairytale to see how it is organised. Identify each of these four stages, and mark 
them on the left-hand side of your draft. How does your resolution compare to a typical fairy tale? 

The director’s commentary
■ Now watch Nadia, the director of Sold, talk about the story and its resolution. Do you agree with her views?

SOLD – PLAY MOVIE
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Characters and roles
All stories feature characters with particular roles which move the story along. In fairytales, these are easy to spot. 

■ With your partner, pick any fairytale you both know well. Make a list of the different characters and what they 
actually do in the story – their role. 

■ Compile a class list of typical fairytale characters, and the roles they play. 

The coloured boxes below show eight different character types in traditional fairytales; the plain ones on the right 
show the roles they usually perform in the story. 

■ Match up each character type with the role each performs.

The donor (or giver of gifts)
The main protagonist, who is at the centre of the story, 
usually on a quest, a search or a mission.

The helper Often the hero’s reward or prize at the end of the story.

The princess Provides guidance and support to the hero.

The hero Sends the hero off on his/her task or quest.

The princess’s father Distracts or deceives the hero.

The villain Provides a magic ingredient to move the story on.

The dispatcher Competes with and tries to destroy the hero.

The anti-hero Rewards the hero.

■ Underline each character in your story, and on the right-hand side of the page, add annotations to explain the role 
they play in the story. Your version might look something like the example shown on page 6.

SOLD – PLAY MOVIE
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SOLD – PLAY MOVIE

Once upon a time there was a sad and lonely 
prince who was very lazy. He had no wife, he had no 
kingdom, and his mother, the Queen, was constantly 
nagging him. He sat alone all day dozing in his dingy 
palace, with only a magic box to keep him company. 
He had given up on happiness. 

One day a beautiful princess knocked on his door 
to ask for his help, but he was so dozy and sad he 
couldn’t help her, and she went away again.

Suddenly a fairy popped out of the magic box, and 
offered the prince three precious gifts which would 
finally make him happy.

Gift number one was a beautiful princess who would 
care for him and be the perfect companion.

Gift number two was a non-nagging Queen who 
would cheer him up, make his dinner, help him clean 
up his palace, and make him feel like the noble prince 
he really was.

Gift number three was a kingdom of his own, which 
would bring him untold fame and fortune.

All he had to do was to say the magic word. But 
would he wake up in time to seize the opportunity?

The prince is the 
hero. His journey 
is his quest for 
happiness.

The queen might be the 
false hero – she keeps 
nagging him so he is 
always unhappy and 
can never be happy.

The princess could 
be the hero’s reward 
– she could keep him 
company, but he’s too 
sad and sleepy to help 
her. 

The fairy is the 
donor, who offers 
the hero magical 
gifts. He could also 
be the helper – but 
that depends on the 
way the story ends. 

Introduction/equilibrium

Complication

Climax

Resolution




